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Reading Extensively 1993My Idea of Becoming a Teaching in the

Future1994TV: a good thing or a bad thing?1995Nowadays it has

become fashionable for college students to take a part-time job in

their spare time. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of this

trend. 1996Every college student would agree that life in college is

not the same as it was in the middle school. Now, you have been

asked by the Student’s Union to write a passage entitled: The Main

Difference Between My College Life And My Middle School

Life1997Some of your classmates think that more pressure from

academic studies is not beneficial to students. You either agree or

disagree with them: ，More pressure from academic studies does

(does not) good to us1998It is now generally accepted that vehicles

(cars, trucks, etc.) are a major source of air pollution in cities. Your

are to suggest only ONE way to solve the problem.，One way to

solve the problem1999We see advertisements on television everyday.

Some people think that TV advertising brings as benefits, but others

don’t think so. What is your opinion?，A major

advantage/disadvantage of advertising on television2000College life

should be varied and colorful. And extracurricular activities are an

important aspect of it. However, at present, there is much room for

improvement in this regard. Write an article to the university radio

entitled: ，The importance of extracurricular activities2001Travel



has become part of our life. And more and more of us have come to

know the significance of travel through our own experience:，Travel

broadens the mind2002Nowadays people are becoming increasingly

aware of the importance of health. And they have different ways to

stay healthy. For example, some exercise every day. others try to keep

a balanced diet. What do you think is the best way to stay

healthy?The Best Way to Stay Healthy2003People in modern society

live under a lot of pressure, from education, career, or family. So it is

important for them to keep a good mood under whatever

circumstances.THE IMPORTANCE OF KEEPING A GOOD

MOOD 2004Nowadays young people tend to phone more often

than write to each other. So, some say that phones will kill letter

writing. What is your opinion?WILL PHONES KILL LETTER

WRITING?2005The students Union of your university is planning

to hold an arts festival next semester, and they are inviting students to

contribute their ideas and suggestions as to how it should be

organized or what should be included.MY IDEA OF A

UNIVERSITY ARTS FESTIVAL2006Recently a Beijing information

company did a survey of student life among more than 700 students

in Beijing, Guangzhou, Xian, Chengdu, Shanghai, Wuhan, Nanjing,

and Shenyang . The results have shown that 67 percent of students

think that saving money is a good habit while the rest believe that

using tomorrows money today is better, what do you

think?2007Nowadays the Internet has become part of people’s life ,

and million of young people have made friends online.Is It Wise to
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